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Purpose  

• To examine the issues and constraints for introducing Driverless operation on the LU network

• To summarise the key elements of costs and benefits considered 

• To highlight the Financial and Economic case for Driverless

• Identify practical next steps for Driverless on LU
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Network Business Case: Executive Summary   

• The following slides summarise the approach to TfL’s business case for Driverless operation. In summary, the 
presentation concludes:

• Driverless operation requires high up-front capital spending for infrastructure enabling as in the most recent line 
conversion in Paris

• Whilst some operational savings are achievable, the overall the case is not financially positive given the high capital 
costs.

• Significant customer benefits are possible, most notably from improved safety, accessibility between train and 
platform, the ambience of the platform environment, and some reliability improvements (which could be delivered 
with or without trains being Driverless).

• When delivered as part of an integrated line and train system upgrade it offers reasonable value for money for these 
passenger benefits, although the value for money case is much weaker than that for GOA1 to GOA2 which always 
deliver the majority of journey time and capacity benefits in an integrated line and train systems upgrade. 

• Value for money is significantly weakened if Driverless conversion is undertaken via a retro-fit of existing trains and 
infrastructure, due to increased costs, risks and shorter remaining life of key assets

• Value for money and affordability of Driverless conversion should be considered as opportunities arise alongside 
planned line upgrade and asset renewal programmes through the 2020s-2040s - the Driverless case is unlikely to be 
strong enough to justify prioritisation ahead of planned capacity enhancements on the LU network  

• Whilst there are marginal positive benefit : cost ratios, the financial payback is negative. 
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Business Case Framework – Key Principles

• Driverless operation demands a whole line, railway system-wide approach involving rolling stock, modern signalling 
control and communications systems and extensive infrastructure enabling works.

• Delivery of a major line upgrade – and hence the Business Case framework – reflects a staged, incremental process 
over a period of several years, in order to minimise impacts on service operations.

• Conversion of existing lines to Driverless operation would typically follow-on from asset renewal, and capacity 
upgrades as below: 

Line Upgrade 
Stage

Operating mode Key Scope Key Outcomes 

Stage 1 Manual Driving 
(GOA1)

Asset Renewal:– New higher capacity Rolling 
Stock; Power supplies and Depot upgrades; 
Infrastructure enabling works

Limited capacity enhancement; Improved 
reliability; reduced whole-life costs;
Customer benefits – ambience, security, 
information etc 

Stage 2 Automatic Train 
Operation (GOA2)

Performance Upgrade:  With modern Signalling 
&  Control system capable of 30+TPH and ATO; 
higher performance trains; Control Centre 
(OCC) construction;

Peak service capacity increase: majority of 
capacity increase, Journey Time reductions 
and customer benefits/revenue generation 
are realised; 

Stage 3 Fully Automatic or 
‘Driverless’ train 
operation 
(GOA4)

Automation Infrastructure and People change: 
Platform Edge Doors, height adjustments, gap-
fillers; trackside security; surveillance and 
remote control/communications capability; train 
conversion; 
A ‘People project’ to introduce new operating 
model, staff roles and management structure

Improved service reliability; fewer staff-
related delays; customer security and 
ambience benefits (from PEDs); staffing 
model efficiencies
Very small additional benefits/revenue 
available - Opex savings is primary driver. 
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Key Principles: Managing Safety Risks at the Platform-Train Interface (1)  

The key difference between LU and the Docklands Light Railway is the 
management of Customer safety at the Platform-Train Interface (PTI). 

For LU, the PTI represents the highest risk facing our customers and 
maintaining or improving PTI safety is the most significant factor in system 
design for higher levels of Automation.

The DLR Model 

• Originally designed and built in the mid-1980’s as a Light Rail system, 
with Driverless (GOA3) capability.

• Straight, level access platforms and low ridership allowed door control 
and safe train despatch by a mobile attendant from any train door 
position

• Over the last 30 years Docklands development and rising demand has 
driven progressive network expansion and higher frequency services but 
with ‘grandfather rights’ to extend operations using the original GOA3 
operating model.

• At peak times and on more crowded parts of the system, the Attendant 
performs duties from the front control panel (effectively in GOA2-mode) 
to manage the increased PTI safety risks now being experienced

• The busiest 10 station to station links on DLR have an average of 18,247 
weekday boarders compared with 66,325 on LU - 28% of LU levels.
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Key Principles: Managing Safety Risks at the Platform-Train Interface (2)  

Safe PTI management on LU

• Originally designed and built 1860’s–1960’s, with a wide range of 
platforms topography 

• All lines operate with a Train Operator (in GOA1 or GOA2 mode) with PTI 
management from the front driving cab 

• Restricted space, high crowding levels and safety hazards from large steps 
and gaps between train and platform present significant risks to 
customers using the system. 

• These risks are mitigated by Train Operator vigilance, supported by an 
array of CCTV images of the whole train in the platform to enable door 
closure and observe safe train departure. 

• CCTV images of the PTI are displayed on monitor screens located in a 
secure cab environment, free from distraction by customers.

• In Driverless mode, a mobile Attendant located within the train would not 
be able to safely observe all parts of the platform-train interface from the 
train door positions under normal loading conditions and would also face 
significant distraction during this safety-critical task.   

• A physical barrier system, such as Platform Edge Doors (PEDs), is 
considered a prerequisite for safe PTI management in Driverless 
operation on LU, guaranteeing the separation of customers from moving 
trains in the absence of human vigilance and intervention.
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Key Principles: Regulatory Guidance on Driverless Operation and PEDs

Previous LU discussions with HM Chief Inspector of Railways (ORR) on the issue of 
driverless / unmanned trains confirmed the following expectations:

• No objection in principle, but there must be demonstrably no more risk than today to the 
travelling public and ideally an overall reduction in risk following its adoption. 

• Any move towards introduction of driverless or unmanned trains would require resubmission 
by LU of its ROGS HSMS as part of a recertification process resulting from the “substantial 
change” represented by introduction of driverless/ unmanned trains. 

• LU could only ‘go-live’ with such a change once the revised certificate was issued and it is 
unlikely recertification could be completed satisfactorily if there was an increased incidence of 
serious platform train interface incidents following such a change 

• If a diminution of the level of safety occurred, ORR would require TfL / LU to return to the 
original level of PTI safety (ie GOA1/2 train operation with CCTV monitoring).

• ORR indicated that either sophisticated PTI object detection equipment or some type of 
platform edge doors (PEDs) would be essential to properly manage platform–train interface 
risks. 

• It was also thought that the potential unreliability of the former would mean that PEDS would 
be the preferred solution, but that this would be a duty holder’s decision.
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Benchmarking: Paris RATP Line 1 Driverless Conversion  

• In 2013, Paris RATP completed conversion of Metro Line 1 to Driverless (GOA4) operation – as part of a 
progressive roll-out of Driverless across the network

• Upgrade specifications and system design were re-used from the earlier new construction Line 14.

• Line 1 is in part open section and in ‘cut and cover’ like the LU sub-surface lines, but much shorter and 
segregated:  

• It is a 16km, NW-SE line between La Défense and Chateau de Vincennes serving 25 stations across 
the centre of Paris (equivalent to London’s Zone 1and 2)

• 12 interchanges including 5 major multi-modal stations including Gare de Lyon and Chatelet Les 
Halles. 

• Carries 750,000 customers per day with a fleet of 49 6-car trains
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Benchmarking: Paris RATP Line 1 Driverless Conversion  

• RATP business case based on improved ‘transport 
production’ – or service volume (in Vehicle-kms)

• Some 72% of regularity and delay issues were customer-
related – from trespass, door closure 
obstruction/entrapment and passenger falls.

• A 10% improvement in Transport production was sought 
using 3 fewer trains (reduced from 52 trains with legacy 
fleet)

• The line upgrade scope included re-signalling (to GOA2) 
using a modern Communications-Based Train Control 
system, new trains (to GOA4 design) and line-wide 
installation of Platform Edge Doors.

• The improved service performance outcome is understood 
to have been achieved from a combination of higher train 
performance and frequencies coupled with improved dwell-
times and fewer customer incidents from PEDs introduction 
at all platforms.

• Improved performance/capacity, with operating cost 
reductions from Driverless operation is estimated to yield a 
15 year payback period for the upgrade scheme. 

• The incremental case from GOA2 to GOA4 is unknown.
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Paris RATP Line 1 Driverless Conversion – Comparisons with LU

For London Underground, key infrastructure constraints must be 
considered in any proposals for Driverless automation: 

Paris: 

The Metro was constructed with shallow depth, twin-track, ’cut and 
cover’ tunnels, with short inter-station distances. 

Some lines have clearance for side walkways to allow ease of 
customer evacuation. Most stations have straight platforms. 

London: 

The deep-level tube lines were built with small (4m) diameter, single-
bore tunnels, with no space for side walkways. Some sections have 
long distances (1-2km) between stations.

Platform layouts, heights and curvatures are varied and large 
horizontal gaps and vertical steps must be addressed for level access.
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Business Case Framework – Key Assumptions: Capex 

For any LU line Driverless upgrade scheme, a Capex estimate will need to capture the 
following expenditure requirements as incremental costs over and above the GOA2 
upgrade (Stage 2):

Trains & Signalling:

• Conversion of existing trains with on-board systems for detection and communications

• Upgrade of existing GOA2 Signalling systems for GOA4 capability 

Control & Communications systems

• High integrity/bandwidth train surveillance network (for audio/video links between 
Control centre and trains for incident handling; passenger alarm response.

• Control centre IT upgrade/re-configuration for remote train control, monitoring and 
surveillance

Infrastructure

• Track/guideway security measures – line-wide fencing, CCTV, intrusion detection

Depots & Stabling 

• Signalling & Control system upgrade for automated train movements

• Segregation of maintenance and stabling areas and access security facilities

Platform-Train Interface 

• Track raising and platform modifications for level access

• Platform enabling works and PEDs installation

• Mechanical Gap fillers and Intrusion detection systems for management of horizontal 
gaps on curved platforms with PEDs
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Business Case Framework – Key Assumptions: Opex

The Business case should also include the incremental impacts and changes in 
the Operating account, over and above the GOA2 railway including:

Additional Maintenance activity/costs: 

• Guideway security fencing

• Line-wide security CCTV and intrusion detection systems

• Platform Edge Doors/gap filler equipment

• Additional Platform/station CCTV

• Rolling Stock: on-board detection and remote communications systems

• Track: automated, remote inspection systems; rail defect detection 
equipment

Operating Model: Efficiencies

• Potential operating cost reductions from a new GOA4 operating and 
maintenance staffing model
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Business Case Framework – Key Assumptions: Operating Model  

Two possible operating models have been identified for evaluation of Driverless operation on LU:

Driverless 

Operating Model

Description

Unattended

Driverless train operation without a dedicated on-board staff 

member, with staff instead distributed around the operational 

railway for service control and management. 

Attended

Driverless train operation with a dedicated on-board staff 

member allocated to each train in service for customer-facing 

duties including information and ticketing advice. 

Attendant performs no safety-critical functions (eg door closure, 

train departure) - which remain automatic under system control 

– but is available for incident handling, assisting emergency 

evacuation or recovery of a failed train when required.
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Driverless Operating Model - Key Assumptions 

Why an Attended Model?

• The constrained design of LU infrastructure and operating environment is unique among world 
metros and there are no comparable examples of an Unattended operating model in a deep-level 
tube system. Hence, the Attended model is assumed for business case appraisal

• The presence of a staff member on board every train will improve communications, response and 
recovery times during incidents, providing customer re-assurance and alleviating concerns over the 
safety of unstaffed trains, with over 800 passengers on board, a deep level tube tunnel environment. 

• In this scenario, the management structure and duty scheduling arrangements would be broadly 
similar to those necessary for a railway with Train Operators today

• The Train Attendant’s primary customer service and information duties will not demand the high 
levels of training and safety-critical licencing of the current Train Operator role. Hence a salary cost 
reduction could be realised

• For the Piccadilly line, a £5-15m per annum (10-20%) saving in operational staff costs is assumed 
compared to the post-upgrade GoA2 staffing model. (Conservatively, the lower end of this range is 
assumed in the following analysis in view of current levels of uncertainty – particularly around the 
need to retain a pool of Train Operators for continued GOA2 operation between Uxbridge and South 
Harrow).
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Network-wide Business Case: Methodology

• LU line Driverless appraisals have been based on previous Piccadilly Line GOA4 business case costs, 
benefits and timescales. GOA4 implementation years reflect the earliest conversion of each line with 
assumed dates as set out on Slide 18.

• The Piccadilly Line GOA4 costs and benefits have been scaled, according to train fleet size, number of 
platforms, track kilometrage and passenger numbers to derive estimated costs and benefits for other LU 
lines. 

• An incremental approach has been applied where the costs and benefits for a GOA4 upgrade have been 
assessed independently of those for line upgrade to the GOA2 state (eg on the Piccadilly and Bakerloo 
lines). It assumes the signalling upgrades have already been completed – but currently unfunded)

• A higher cost and risk is assumed for conversion of the existing ATO Signalling & Train Control system and 
retro-fitting of existing trains for GOA4 – a scaling factor of 3 is applied compared with Piccadilly line 
where GOA4 functionality is designed-in at the point of renewal/upgrade. 

• A 40-year appraisal period has been used for lines where GOA4 implementation coincides with asset 
renewals.  20 and 30-year appraisal periods have been applied where existing fleets are retrofitted with 
driverless train technology – notably the Northern, Jubilee, Victoria and Sub Surface Lines (or SSR) – as 
existing trains/signalling will either be approaching their mid-life point (c20 years), or will be more than 10 
years old at conversion.

• Costs and benefits are subject to discounting and inflation and Revenue elasticity in accordance with 
TfL/DfT Business Case Development Manual guidance. 
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Network-wide Business Case: Line-by line Key Assumptions 

• The business case for the Jubilee line is based on timescales for fleet replacement with existing PEDs 
renewal. Some benefits related to PEDs (safety and ambience) are reduced as these are not new features on 
the southern part of the line where platforms are already PEDs equipped.  

• Both costs and benefits of GoA4 on the Bakerloo line have been scaled on the assumption that GoA2 
operation would continue North of Queen’s Park where Network Rail track and platforms are shared with 
TfL London Overground trains. 

• Some GOA4 benefits, such as service reliability are constrained on the Piccadilly Line due to open sections 
and interoperable areas of the line, where PEDs and level access cannot be achieved, requiring a mode 
change between GOA2 and GOA4 operation for the services over the Metropolitan line between South 
Harrow and Uxbridge. 

• GOA4 benefits are also reduced on SSR due to extensive open, interoperable sections of the lines, where 
PEDs fitment cannot be easily achieved. Mode changes will also be necessary on branches where 
interoperation with National Rail and Overground services occurs and where the Thales automatic 
signalling system is not yet installed. 

• GOA4 upgrades are assumed to commence on most lines in the mid-2020’s, except for the Piccadilly, 
Bakerloo and Central lines where GOA4 follows the completion of currently unfunded line 
upgrades/renewals programme (where existing trains/signalling are approaching life-expiry).
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Line by Line appraisals: CAPEX summary 

Piccadilly W&C Victoria SSR

Platform Edge Doors £168,122 £6,793 £58,440 £396,682

Signalling and Train Control System £168,016 £9,249 £226,646 £925,874

RVAR & PEDs Platform Enabling £151,774 £6,132 £52,757 £358,109

Train Surveillance Network £46,112 £2,538 £62,203 £254,104

Guideway Security £18,499 £649 £6,064 £46,741

Track Raising (for GoA4) £14,121 £571 £4,909 £33,319

Depots & Stabling £12,209 £672 £16,470 £67,280

Equipment Rooms £11,224 £393 £3,679 £28,359

Risk/Uncertainty @34% £201,412 £9,215 £147,171 £720,370

Internal/PM Costs @15% £118,724 £5,432 £86,751 £424,626

Total £910,214 £41,643 £665,089 £3,255,464

Total (£000s)
Items 

• Previous estimates for Piccadilly line upgrade to Driverless have been scaled to illustrate the 
case for GOA4 upgrades on other LU lines

• The table below is a comparative summary of the headline scope and Capex estimate for 4 
lines assessed:  

• All estimated costs shown are scaled from the Piccadilly line Capex 
breakdown, at 2020 prices.   
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Network-wide Business Case: Summary results

Key to calculations:

• NFE [column E]  =  PV Revenue [D]  - (  PV Capex [A]  +  PV Opex [B]  )

• BCR [column F]  =  PV Benefit [C]  /  NFE [E]

Example of calculation for the Bakerloo line:

• NFE [column E]  =  £81m  - (  £199m  +  -£16m  )  =  -£102m

• BCR [column F]  =  £277m  /  £102m  =  2.7:1

• Net Financial Effect shows the PV of the expected financial impact to TfL. It comprises Capex net of cost savings and incremental fare revenue. In line with 
standard appraisal methodology, the GoA4 Economic Case is assessed using Present Values – to adjust for the fact that different costs, revenues and benefits 
occur at different points in the future, and that “a pound today is worth more than a pound next year”. Given the social time preference for money, discounting is 
applied to cashflows occurring in the future using the discount rates defined by HM Treasury (3.5% per annum for the first 30 years, reducing in increments 
thereafter), so that they are assessed at their “Present Value” in 2020.

• BCR is a separate Benefit to Cost Ratio. TfL also considers the social benefits or disbenefits which the projects give to customers – benefits which are not 
necessarily recovered from fares. Where the Net Financial Effect is negative (i.e. there is a net cost), the value of these benefits is compared with the net cost of 
the project using a Benefit Cost Ratio (if the NFE is positive the project is simply described as “Financially Positive” and no BCR is calculated). Such benefits 
include benefits to passengers such as time savings, improvements to trip quality, and improved safety and security, and can also include disbenefits such as 
closures occurring during implementation.

• When passengers are given benefits which are not specifically recovered from fare increases then the demand for travel grows, and revenue increases. The revenue 
increase is calculated by multiplying the passenger benefit by an elasticity factor – a measure of the degree to which demand for LU services is ‘elastic’ and varies 
according to service quality. The standard elasticity factor used for LU is 0.28.
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Network-wide Business Case: Summary results (Continued)

Financial Case

• All costs and savings shown are incremental to the Stage 2 line upgrades to the GOA2 state. (ie it 
assumes GOA2 has been achieved for lines currently at GOA1).

• Revenue increases are derived from monetised Customer benefits from Safety and Ambience 
improvements 

• The LU network-wide incremental CAPEX cost for GOA4 is over £7bn (PV) and this investment 
yields only a c5% OPEX reduction, relative to the upfront cost of conversion.  

• The Net Financial Effect (NFE) of an LU network-wide conversion is negative, showing a net cost 
of c£5.6bn after accounting for revenue and OPEX savings.

• All LU lines have a negative NFE; therefore, none of the GOA4 conversions would cover their costs 
over the stated asset life. 

Economic Case (BCR)

• The overall network wide case shows no additional benefits for the level of investment.

• Most of the stronger line cases for GOA4 conversion (such as the W&C, Central and Bakerloo 
lines) occur where asset renewal/line upgrades are planned – with opportunity for cost 
efficiencies, full fleet/asset life and the potential for a small capacity increase through optimised 
train design.      
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Network-wide Business Case: Conclusions 

• The LU Network-wide appraisal summary highlights that there is no financial case for Driverless 
operation in view of the very high up-front capital cost of infrastructure enabling works and train system 
conversions

• The Operating cost efficiencies available from a GOA4 upgrade are limited – staff cost savings are 
estimated at a c10%-20% reduction on the post-GOA2 levels – through lower employment costs of the 
new on-board Train Attendant role. Overall headcount is not expected to reduce significantly.

• Staffing efficiencies are offset by increased maintenance costs of the additional safety systems (PEDs, 
surveillance, security fencing etc) required to support GOA4 operation. Overall Network Opex
reductions are expected to be under 5% compared to GOA2 levels.

• Overall network-wide GOA4 conversion represents poor value for money. Its implementation network-
wide will present a considerable affordability challenge which will further exacerbate TfL’s current 
financial and longer term funding position. 
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Practical Next Steps  

Practical next steps to demonstrate progress towards Driverless operation on the LU Network-wide might 
include the development of plans and feasibility studies for:

Waterloo & City Line: 

• A full line upgrade, with new train, re-signalling and infrastructure enhancements could deliver a limited-scale 
Driverless operation on the W&C line. 

Bakerloo line Extension:

• Further planning, design and approval stages of the proposed extension of the Bakerloo line from Elephant & 
Castle to Lewisham could include Driverless system requirements for the extended line section

Northern line Extension: 

• Possible PED’s installation (provision has been made on the extension) and undertake trials of ‘GOA4 attended’ 
on the section between Battersea and Kennington

Piccadilly line Signalling upgrade:

• If funded, Stage 2 of the Piccadilly line Upgrade would include Signalling & Control system requirements and 
procurement specifications to enable introduction of Driverless operation

Platform-Train Interface: 

• Implementation of Platform Edge Doors, Gap-Filler systems and platform modifications for Level Access is a pre-
requisite for Driverless operation on any line.  
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Appendices
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Recap : What are “driverless” trains?
Technical Definitions: There is an agreed set of technical definitions for Grades of Automation (GoA) on railways. These progressively introduce 
automatic systems in place of manual operation and introduce flexibility in location of staff for operations.

GoA2 is currently the target mode of operation for London Underground as lines are upgraded.

Grade of 
Automation

Operation mode Routine starting/stopping Routine door operations TfL Example

GoA1 Manual Driver controlled – cab Driver controlled – cab Bakerloo line 
Piccadilly line

GoA2 Automatic Automatic Driver controlled – cab Victoria Line
Northern Line

GoA3 Driverless Automatic Train attendant – not in cab Docklands Light 
Railway

GoA4 Unattended train 
operations (UTO)

Automatic Automatic n/a

Operating Model:

While a GoA4 system is capable of Unattended Operation some 
metros choose to staff the train for customer service benefits. 

“Attended Operation” can also provide safety benefits for 
emergencies such as evacuation.

This is especially relevant for metros (like LU) where the 
infrastructure (single bore tunnels) brings evacuation 

complexity.  
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Business Case Framework – Benefit areas assessed (1)  

The Business case for Driverless considers the incremental Benefits (above the GOA2 
upgrade) arising from GOA4 introduction. 

The majority of peak service run-time and capacity benefits will be realised by a 
GOA1 to GOA2 upgrade from new signalling and rolling stock, hence the incremental 
benefits of GOA2 to GOA4 would include:

1. Journey Time impacts: 

• Dwell-Time impacts: Extended dwell times due to PEDs/gap-filler operation

• Mode Change impacts: Service delays due to changeover between GOA4 and 
GOA2 operation at system boundaries

2. Improved Reliability: 

• Service Recovery: Faster schedule recovery, independent of the recovery of train 
operators to rosters or ‘duty sheets’

• Fewer incidents at PTI, reduced litter/obstructions due to PEDs; fewer suicides.

• Fewer Train Operator-related delay incidents
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Business Case Framework – Benefit areas assessed (2)  

3. Customer Ambience

• Customer environment benefits: ‘Willingness to Pay’ survey* (Stated Preference values) for:

• Staff presence on-board/No staff presence;

• Level access/ease of access and PEDs.

• Improved perceptions of security (due to PEDs/Surveillance)

4. Safety/Security

• Open track sections: Reduced trespass risk from improved security.

• Staff Trauma: reduced risk/frequency of suicides at platforms

• Reduced risk of trips/falls from platform with PEDs/Level access

* Note: WTP survey results can be volatile particularly where novel scenarios being tested are 
unfamiliar to respondents surveyed -
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Appendix: Glossary of Terms Used  

Term Definition

ATO Automatic Train Operation (GOA2) – as currently 
being rolled-out across LU

CBTC Communications-Based Train Control system

HSMS Health & Safety Management System

OCC Operational Control Centre

PEDs Platform Edge Doors

PTI Platform-Train Interface

TBTC Transmission-Based Train Control – Thales system as 
installed on the DLR, Jubilee and  Northern lines

TPH Trains Per Hour – throughput or frequency of service


